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A RELIABLE CLOUD BACKUP
SOLUTION.
Harrisons is a firm of Chartered Accountants based in the business
park alongside Bournemouth International Airport in Christchurch.
The company offers accounts, taxation and business advisory and
support services to a wide range of businesses and individuals.
Harrisons provide a cost-effective, high value solution to meet all
their customers financial needs. They work hard to get to know
each one of their clients to enable them to deliver timely, individual
advice on how to improve their business and personal wealth.
Harrisons are one of Enhanced’s longest standing customers and
they continue to be one of their most loyal.

THE CHALLENGE
Harrisons had outgrown their existing IT infrastructure and were
looking to plan for the next 5 years. Enhanced recommended
a complete infrastructure refresh running the latest software
versions.

THE SOLUTION
Following an initial needs analysis meeting and subsequent
discussions, to evaluate what Harrisons would require from their
IT going forward, it was agreed that a hybrid on-premise/cloud
solution represented the most cost-effective solution.
Harrisons had 3 main objectives for their new IT infrastructure:
1.
2.
3.

Suitable to run their core application – CCH
A remote working solution for the partners
Less reliance on on-premise infrastructure.

The solution included:
•
Replacement server and workstations
•
Office 365 for office applications, hosted email and file
sharing/storage
•
Enhanced Cloud Backup – providing an automated offsite
backup

THE RESULTS
Harrisons new infrastructure is now up to date and with scalable
capacity for growth. They are running the latest software versions
across servers and workstations, while staff can now work remotely
and more efficiently.
The project was completed with little disruption to the day-to-day
running of the business. Harrisons have the ongoing support of the
team at Enhanced, including a dedicated account manager.

THE BENEFITS
•
•
•
•
•

Reliable and robust system
Proactive monitoring
A reliable cloud-based backup solution
Better performance
Trusted IT partner.

“We have worked with Enhanced for many years and
have total trust in their capabilities and dedication.
I would certainly be only too happy to recommend
Enhanced as an IT partner.”
Andy Roberts,
Practice Manager, Harrisons
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